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Theories of Human Motivation

I Human motivation is a highly complicated subject, and there
are no unified theories of human motivation to date, despite
the fact that it has always been the center of attention in
almost any field of economics.

I Economists traditionally rely on external enforcers, i.e., carrot
and stick (rewards and punishments), to predict and guide
human behaviors. Ex., people hate to work, like to consume,
etc.

I Psychologists necessarily do not share this view. There are
other things that motivate us, which should not be surprising
even to hard-core economists. The problem is: does it matter,
and if so, in what ways?

I Many now believe that “intrinsic motivation” matters not just
because it exists, but also because it interacts with extrinsic
motivation. Bruno Frey refers to this as “crowding out” of
intrinsic motivation.



Intrinsic Motivation

I A definition: One is said to be intrinsically motivated to
perform an activity when one receives no apparent reward
except the activity itself (Deci, 1971, Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology).

I A classic argument of intrinsic motivation is provided by
Titmuss (1970, The Gift Relationship).

I He argues that paying for blood undermines social values and
would reduce the willingness to donate blood.

I Although he fails to provide any serious empirical evidence,
this has attracted much attention.

I At the very least, for some, this appears to be a reasonably
acceptable story.



Intrinsic Motivation

I A field study by Gneezy and Rustichini (2000, Fine is a Price
in Journal of Legal Studies), conducted on ten private
day-care centers in the city of Haifa, Israel.

I Every day, at the end of operation (16:00), parents come to
pick up their children. Initially, there is no mention of what
happens if parents come late. When parents do not come on
time, one of the teachers has to wait with the children. Even
so, parents rarely came after 16:30.

I Now, a (mild) fine for coming late is imposed, hopefully to
reduce the frequency of late pick-ups. A fine of NIS 10 (≈
300 yen) for a delay of 10 minutes or more per child (a fine
for illegal parking is NIS 75; for driving through a red light is
NIS 1000 plus penalties). What happens?

I The number of late arrivals increased significantly after the
fine was imposed.



Motivation Crowding Out: Summary

I Intrinsic motivation matters. More psychological evidence that
monetary rewards undermine intrinsic motivation.

I It is an issue of greater importance to economists if it conflicts
with extrinsic motivation. This indeed seems to be the case.

I If so, then no reward may be better than a small reward.

I What lies behind? When extrinsic rewards undermine intrinsic
motivation? Can all these observations be generalized and
abstracted by one grand theory? These are the questions to
be answered.



Introduction

I Two opposing views on human motivation:

I Workers dislike work and are resistant, antagonistic and
uncooperative;

I Workers see their work as a source of self-realization and social
esteem.

I Two observations lending support to the latter view:

I The wage level puzzle – higher wages sometimes induce better
performance;

I The incentive intensity puzzle – stronger material incentives
and closer control sometimes induce worse performance.



Introduction

I Both observations violate the standard principal-agent model.

I The evidence suggests that many agents not only care about
the principal’s payoff but are influenced by her likely intention.

I Falk and Kosfeld (2006): control hurts the agent’s motivation
only when the principal has a choice whether to impose control
or not.

I Charness (2004): a high wage has a larger effect on the
agent’s performance when it is explicitly chosen by the
principal than when it comes about accidentally.



Introduction

I This paper proposes a model of motivation that resolves these
empirical puzzles.

I The model builds on two premises:

I Some people care about social esteem;
I The value of esteem depends on the provider.

I The critical premise is the latter that people care more about
the approval of those that they themselves approve of.

I The principal’s choice of incentive scheme reveals her
character to the agent, and the agent’s choice of action
reveals his character to the principal.



Introduction

I Consider a principal who decides whether or not to control
and agent.

I By not controlling, the principal signals a prosocial attitude.

I The lack of control is costly when the agent is selfish.

I It will be profitable when the agent is prosocial, because a
prosocial agent has a strong desire to impress a prosocial
principal than a selfish one.



Literature

I Benabou and Tirole (2006) employs a signaling model to
show that material incentives undermine intrinsic motivation.

I People have private information about multiple personal
characteristics.

I Material incentives reduce the incentive of altruists because
they dilute the signaling value of “good deeds”.

I Sliwka (2007) considers a model where some people get utility
from conforming while being unsure about the relative
population shares of nonconformists.

I A generous offer serves as a signal that generosity is relatively
common, inducing conformists to be generous.

I Sliwka focuses on internal rewards from norm adherence.



Literature

I The model also offers a new approach to the modeling of
reciprocity.

I In the literature, a major question has been to explain the role
that people ascribe to others’ intentions.

I The paper adds to the growing literature of intention-based
reciprocity.



The model

I Consider two-stage games between a principal and an agent,
where the principal moves first and the agent observes the
move before he makes his own move.

I The set of actions for player i is denoted by Ai and a generic
action is denoted by ai .

I Players are heterogeneous, and there are two types.

I A player’s type is denoted by θi ∈ {θL, θH}, which is private
information.



The model

I Let mi (ai , aj , θi ) denote the material payoff to player i .

I The materialistic part of a player’s utility is mi + θimj , where
θH > θL.

I The players also prefer being classified as type H.

I Let θij := E (θj | θi , h̄) where h̄ is the history at the end of the
game.

I Let θ̂ji := Eθj
(σ(θj )θji | θi) denote player i ’s pride (his feeling

of being esteemed) and σj := σ(θj ) where σH > σL > 0.

I Player i ’s utility is ui = mi + θimj + θ̂ji .



The hidden costs of control

I The paper revisits the intriguing evidence of the control game
by Falk and Kosfeld (2006).

I An agent has an endowment of 120 money units and can
make transfers to the principal.

I For every unit that the agent gives up, the principal receives
two units.

I Before the agent makes his choice, the principal has the
opportunity to impose a compulsory transfer of 10, leaving the
agent free to choose voluntary transfers above this minimum
level.



The hidden costs of control

I Their main finding is that the majority of principals trust their
agent, abstaining from the compulsory transfer. More
precisely,

I The agents’ average transfer is 17.5 with control and 23
without.

I If control is exogenously imposed, the negative effect of
control vanishes.

I About 30 percent of the principals choose to control.
I Controlling principals severely underestimate what the average

transfer would have been had they trusted.



The hidden costs of control

I To fit the model to this environment, let AP = {T ,NT}.

I If the principal chooses T , the agent’s set of actions is
[0, 120]; if NT , it is [10, 120].

I Letting a denote the agent’s action, the utility functions are

uP = 2a − aθP + θ̂AP ,

uA = −a+ 2aθA + θ̂PA.



The hidden costs of control

I The paper constructs a fully separating equilibrium with the
three features:

I Only the altruistic principal trusts;
I The selfish agent always transfers the smallest admitted

amount (either 0 or 10);
I The altruistic agent transfers y ∈ (10, 120) if trusted and

x ∈ (10, y) if not trusted.



The hidden costs of control

I A “controlled” selfish agent is indifferent between giving the
minimum of 10 and mimicking the altruist’s transfer of x if

−10 + 20θL + σLθL = −x + 2xθL + σLθH ,

which can be written as

x =
10 − 20θL + σL(θH − θL)

1− 2θL
.

I Similarly, a “trusted” selfish agent is indifferent between
transferring 0 and y if

σHθL = −y + 2yθL + σHθH ,

which can be written as

y =
σH(θH − θL)

1− 2θL
.



The hidden costs of control

I In equilibrium, the following conditions must be satisfied.

I x > 10: this is immediate from the setup.
I x < 120: a controlled altruistic agent is content to transfer x

rather than any higher amount if θH < 1/2.
I y < 120: for this we additionally need

σH < (120− 240θL)/(θH − θL).
I y > x : this implies σH − σL > (10− 20θL)/(θH − θL).

I There is a large set of parameters that can satisfy these
conditions.



The hidden costs of control

I The selfish principal prefers control over trust if

p0L(2x + (120 − x)θL + σHθL)

+ (1− p0L)(20 + (120 − 10)θL + σLθL)

≥p0L(2y + (120 − y)θL + σHθH) + (1− p0L)(0 + 120θL + σLθH),

which can be written as

p0L ≤
20− 10θL − σL(θH − θL)

20− 10θL + (y − x)(2− θL) + (θH − θL)(σH − σL)
.

I p0L denote the selfish type’s belief that the opponent is of type
H.



The hidden costs of control

I The altruistic principal prefers trust over control if

p0H(2x + (120 − x)θH + σHθL)

+ (1− p0H)(20 + (120 − 10)θH + σLθL)

≤p0H(2y + (120 − y)θH + σHθH) + (1− p0H)(0 + 120θH + σLθH),

which can be written as

p0H ≤
20− 10θH − σL(θH − θL)

20 − 10θH + (y − x)(2− θH) + (θH − θL)(σH − σL)
.

I p0H denote the altruistic type’s belief that the opponent is of
type H.



The hidden costs of control

I There is a large set of parameters that admit intuitive
equilibria.

Proposition

There exists an open set of parameters such that there are intuitive
equilibrium outcomes of the Control Game with the following
properties: (i) a selfish agent always transfers the minimum
amount, i.e., 10 if uncontrolled, 0 if controlled; (ii) an altruistic
agent always transfers more than the minimum amount, yet less if
controlled than if uncontrolled; (iii) a selfish principal controls and
an altruistic principal does not control.



Conclusion

I The paper shows that people’s desire to appear prosocial may
help explain a variety of puzzling behavioral patterns.

I principals who trust their agents, thereby leaving themselves
open to exploitation by selfish agents, encourage higher effort
by prosocial agents.

I The models explains why carefully designed contracts indicate
a lack of trust and hence result in suboptimal outcomes.

I One question that remains is whether the model that relies on
social incentives can explain behaviors in the lab.


